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Andrew Newbon and Emma Sweeney swap pleasantries while a
damp patch on the ceiling reminds Tim O’Keeffe that he’s left the
bath running. | After The Dance, March 2012 (see page 6)



Justin Pledger tries to remain supportive as Laura Kenward begins ‘Ten Green
Bottles’ yet again. | After The Dance, March 2012 (see page 6)

BLT Chair

J

udging by

maintained the seemingly endless artistic

returned from

Pauline Pead is of course, more than just

the late hour

Mr. Barrass
the Sarnies
Awards

ceremony on

7th April (and,
dare I say it,

the state he was in), the evening was a

great success. Many thanks to all those

involved in putting it on - particularly to
the Jenners (Tony, Carolyn and Jessica-

Ann) and Wayne Sheridan. An impossible
diary clash with my Emily and Oliver

performing in concerts in Cambridge

that same evening had meant splitting
the family. The choice between either

John as MC for the proceedings or me just
being there having a good time in a posh
frock and swirling back the bubbly, was
no choice at all; John was determined

to reprise his role from last year, having

taken over from Bill Morley and enjoying
it enormously. So I missed the Sarnies in
favour of some beautiful youth orchestra
music in Cambridge! However, I was

delighted to hear how well it all went.
Congratulations to all those who won

awards and, at the risk of singling out
two people in particular, would note

Pauline Armour winning the outstanding
contribution award for the second year
in a row and our own bar doyenne,

Pauline Pead, receiving the Lifetime

Achievement Award. Pauline Armour’s
contribution to the theatre has been

remarkable over a second year. She has
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underpinned much of BLT’s 2011 success.
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and support to everyone in their work
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our bar lady; she is a source of strength
at the theatre as well as the Playgoers’
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Key: Samantha Barrass

So thoroughly deserved recognition then
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and the Board, and has been known

herself to tread the boards on occasion.

for someone who is such an integral part
of the theatre; we couldn’t imagine BLT

finance@bromleylittletheatre.org
Key: Howard Binysh

One further development, which may

Artistic:

without her!

be going unnoticed and shouldn’t, has

been the steady increase in very positive
emails from members and guests

commenting on their experience at

BLT. Whether these are from younger

members enjoying Ami Williamson’s and
Wayne Sheridan’s youth theatre group,
the D.R.A.M.A.s (see The Latest News,

next page); hungover attendees of the

Sarnies reflecting on a really fun evening
or members and guests commenting

on a production, it really is great for all
involved to receive this feedback.

Finally, a special word of thanks to Frank
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bromleylittletheatre.org. There are

Production:

work on BLT’s website. For those of you
who haven’t seen it, please visit www.

plans for further development on it but
the work to date has been fabulous!
- Samantha Barrass

Julie Binysh’s Ground Control meets Richard Stewart’s
Major Tom. | Twelfth Night, Feb 2012 (See page 10)
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A word from Dom…

H

ello again. What a difference an
hour makes! After putting the clocks
forward a couple of weeks ago, it seems
as if life has started again. Evenings are
no longer dark and miserable. They are
inviting us to get out and about and the
quality and variety of the shows coming
up at BLT means that you needn’t worry
about being indoors on a nice evening.
What’s more, thanks to an arrangement
with East Street restaurants Ed’s and
Ferrari’s, BLT members are able to get
20% off their food bill there before
coming to see a show. Just remember to
take the voucher on the inside of the front
or back cover of Spotlights with you.

Before I talk about what’s coming up, I’d
just like to reflect on recent events: last
Friday, Brian John hosted his bimonthly
bar quiz. I know Brian puts a lot of
thought into these events, setting topical
and themed questions for his theatre
contestants. It’s always a jolly evening and
winning is not the main objective. These
quizzes are an excellent way of meeting
other members and building a sense of
community at the theatre beyond the
formal performance nights. I would be
delighted if Brian was overwhelmed with
contestants at his next quiz on the 1st
June.
On Easter Saturday, we hosted the review
of the year, known as the Sarnies. Once
again this was a great success and I’d
like to thank Wayne Sheridan and the
Jenners for their magnificent efforts
in putting on the event. In particular, I
thought it was wonderful that members
of the youth group were involved which
I think is a very encouraging sign that
they are participating fully in theatre life.
There might be a tendency to think of
both these events as intended only for the
performers, but I can assure you everyone
is extremely welcome and I hope many of
you voted.
Now I have to try and encourage you to
come to our forthcoming shows but I
don’t think you’ll need much persuading:
the next show in our very successful
series of ‘In The Bar’ productions is
John Godber’s and Jane Thornton’s
Shakers, directed by Wayne Sheridan.
If you’ve experienced these intimate,
theatrical events before, you’ll know
that these ‘In The Bar’ shows are not
to be missed. Then, on the main stage,
we have the hiliarious Table Manners,
part of The Norman Conquests trilogy by
Alan Ayckbourn and directed by Patricia
Melluish (and no, it’s not a history play at
all!). Please do not delay in booking your
tickets; these shows will be popular!


Bromley Little Theatre, May—June 2012

Finally, I have to announce that this
is my last letter as Chairman as I am
stepping down at the AGM on 11th June.
Unfortunately, I’ve reached that stage
in my career where work is becoming
all-consuming and there’s very little time
for extra-curricular activities. There is a
notice about the Playgoers’ Committee
below and if any of you feel that you
might be able to contribute some time
and energy to the running of the theatre,
please don’t hesitate to consider standing
for election at the AGM.
Hope to see you at the theatre soon! •

- Dominic Howell
Chairman,
Playgoers’ Committee

Notice:
BLT Playgoers’ AGM

T

he Annual General Meeting of the
Bromley Little Theatre Playgoers’
Club is to be held on Monday 11th June
2012 at 8.00pm
AGENDA:

1. Apologies for absence

2. Minutes of the AGM of 23rd June 2011
3. Matters arising from the minutes of
the AGM
4. Minutes of the EGM held on 12th
January 2012

5. Matters arising from the minutes of
the EGM
6. Chairman’s report

7. Treasurer’s report

8. Bar Treasurer’s report

9. Membership Secretary’s report

10. Election of Committee (nominations
to reach the Secretary by Monday 4th
June 2012)
11. Any other business
NOMINATIONS:

Members may nominate themselves
or other members for election to the
Committee. Nominees must indicate
their willingness to stand if nominated
by others and be supported by another
member if nominated by themselves.
Nominations are invited from as broad
a cross section of the membership as
possible. Please send your nomination
to Ruth Jarvis at the theatre or ruthj@
bromleylittletheatre.org •

Final

BLT Youth Group:

12 Pages

I

just want to take this opportunity
to thank Wayne Sheridan and Ami
Williamson for spending two hours of their
Sunday afternoons teaching the youth
group about drama and being a big part in
our social life. The youth group is always
fun and exciting and myself and the other
members thank you kindly for it. We feel
supported and confident for Narnia and
we feel that this confidence is all from you
guys, so thanks again! •
- Evie Richards

Brian John’s Quiz Nights

T

he inimitable Brian John and his Quiz
Nights are still going strong, the next
one being held on Friday 1st June. For a
laughably minuscule entry fee of £1 per
person, you can bring along a team or
just join one when you arrive, it’s all very
friendly! Nibs unsheathed at 8pm. •

A Debutant’s Experience
Of Being Onstage At BLT:

H

aving just completed my acting debut
with BLT in Twelfth Night, I thought
it might be worth letting people know how
fulfilling I found the whole experience.
I had wanted to be involved with a
production here since my son played a
mouse in Cinderella (2007). Since he was
studying Twelfth Night at school and the
small roles of Sea Captain and Priest were
suitable for my age group, I was drawn to
audition. As rehearsals progressed, the cast
and those involved backstage were very
accommodating to a novice like me: I was
never made to feel inadequate, but made
to feel part of the team with the common
purpose of putting on a production that
would meet the high standards of BLT.
Set-building was fun and many hands
- under the guidance of someone who
knows what they talking about - does
make for light work. Dominic Howell said
to me: “Performing is that small thing
between putting up and taking down the
scenery!” Getting ready each night, I also
appreciated the army of volunteers who
perform those vital Front of House and
refreshment duties. Everybody is crucial
in making each show a special time for
the audience so I would encourage any
member who has thought about getting
more involved, albeit Front of House, setbuilding or actually treading the boards, to
have a go. You will make new friends, get a
deeper understanding of what makes BLT
so special and, importantly, have great fun
in the process. •
- Peter Yolland

Latest News

Wayne Sheridan did a sterling job in producing what has now become the eagerlyanticipated Sarnies video which, this year, featured the casts of 2011 prancing about
to the soundtrack of Queen’s Bohemian Rhapsody! What was especially clever was how
Wayne managed to match up so many of the lyrics of BoRhap with the featured member’s
personal or onstage circumstances: Fiona Cullen serenading “Mama!” to her onstage mum
from The Beauty Queen Of Leenane, Nikki Packham (to which she responded with “I don’t
wanna die!”) and Sue Clarke singing “Goodbye everybody…” as she prepares to relocate to
Devon later this year. If you missed it, you can view the video on YouTube by searching for:
Bromley Little Theatre Sarnies Opening Intro 2011 BLT.
Congratulations to all the winners: The Beauty Queen continues its seemingly unstoppable
garnering of accolades, nabbing no less than six Sarnies! Another popular award was for
our long-serving - and no doubt, long-suffering - chief tapstress and bar manager, Pauline
Pead. As she dryly commented when she received her Sarnie: “Well, it’s about time!”
Indeed, Pauline, indeed! ALL The award-winners are detailed below:

The ‘Sarnies’ Awards 2011
favourite main house production:
Brassed Off
Favourite ‘In The Bar’ Production:
Bouncers

Male Newcomer (First performance in
main house show):
Chris Learmonth | ‘Ray Dooley’
(The Beauty Queen Of Leenane)

Direction:
Pauline Armour
(The Beauty Queen Of Leenane)

Female Newcomer (First performance
in main house show):
Debbie Griffiths | ‘Mrs.
Hardcastle’ (Love On The Dole)

Actor in a leading Role:
Justin Pledger | ‘Tom Ripley’
(The Talented Mr. Ripley)

Costume Design:
Kerstin Beard & Julie Binysh
(Oliver!)

Actress in a leading Role:
Fiona CULLEN | ‘Maureen Folan’
(The Beauty Queen Of Leenane)

Sound Design:
Stevie Hughes (Brassed Off)

Actor in an ‘In The Bar’ Production:
Duncan King | ‘Lucky Eric‘
(Bouncers)
Actress in an ‘In The Bar’
Production:
Tricia Osborne-King | ‘Susan’
(Talking Heads)

Lighting Design:
Tom Young (Oliver!)
Set DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION:
Tony JenneR, Simon Peel,
Stephen Ogg & Fiona
Harrington
(The Beauty Queen Of Leenane)

Actor in a supporting role:
Chris Learmonth | ‘Ray Dooley’
(The Beauty Queen Of Leenane)

Properties & Set Dressing:
Jan Greenhough & Holly
Marsh
(The Beauty Queen Of Leenane)

Actor in a smaller role:
Bob Etherington | ‘Hungrich‘
(A Flea In Her Ear)

Unsung Hero(ine):
HOLLY MARSH

Actress in a Supporting Role:
Kay O’Dea | ‘Rita’ (Brassed Off)

Outstanding Contribution to BLT
in 2011:
Pauline Armour

Actress in a Smaller Role:
Emma lamond | ‘Charlotte
Sowerberry’ (Oliver!)

Lifetime AChievement:
PAULINE PEAD

Actor or actress in a shared Role:
Josh O’Sullivan & Tom BeasleY |
‘The Artful Dodger’ (Oliver!)

Special thanks goes to: The Beckenham
Concert Band for their part in Brassed Off;
likewise, all the children in Oliver! and the
BLT Youth Group for help in handing out
Sarnies and serving nibbles.

2012

Diary
Dates

Thu 3rd - Sun 6th May 2012 at 7.45pm

In The Bar

LT’s very own Oscars awards and review ceremony of 2011, the Sarnies, was held at
the theatre on 7th April and continued the tradition of being glam, fun and friendly!
John Barrass was ebullient as he MC-ed the evening with his own mixture of bluster
and polish and fielded the good-natured heckling with great resilience! Although attendance
was a bit lower than last year’s awards do, the atmosphere was livelier and there was a
very friendly and warm-spirited vibe to the evening. Nobody took it too seriously!

Shakers

by John Godber
& Jane Thornton
Directed by Wayne Sheridan

Fri 18th - Sat 26th May 2012 at 7.45pm

Table Manners
by Alan Ayckbourn
Directed by Patricia Melluish

Fri 1st Jun 2012 at 8.00pm

Quiz Night
(See LATEST NEWS…)

Mon 11th Jun 2012 at 8.00pm

BLT Playgoers’ AGM
(See LATEST NEWS…)

Fri 15th - Sat 23rd Jun 2012 at 7.45pm

London Assurance

by Dion Boucicault (Revised by Richard Bean)
Directed by Jane Buckland
Fri 13th - Sat 21st Jul 2012 at 7.45pm

All My Sons

by Arthur Miller
Directed by Pauline Armour

Thu 26th - Sat 28th Jul 2012 at 7.45pm
The D.R.A.M.A.s (BLT Youth Theatre) present:

In The Bar

B

The Sarnies

The Lion, The Witch
& The Wardrobe
by C. S. Lewis (adapted by Glyn Robbins)
Directed by Wayne Sheridan

Fri 14th - Sat 22nd Sep 2012 at 7.45pm

Dangerous Obsession
by N. J. Crisp
Directed by Jane Lobb

Fri 12th - Sat 20th Oct 2012 at 7.45pm
(Note: This play ALMOST contains nudity)

Calendar Girls
by Tim Firth
Directed by Paul Campion

Fri 9th - Sat 17th Nov 2012 at 7.30pm
(Note early start time) (Note: This play contains
strong language & smoking)

Jerusalem

by Jez Butterworth
Directed by Dan Armour

Except for ‘In The Bar’ productions, there are no
shows on Sundays. Talking Heads, Shirley
Valentine and Betrayal, originally part of our
2012 season, sadly have had the performing rights
withdrawn. Programme subject to more change!

To book for any show:

Tel: 07917 853621 or Email:
boxoffice@bromleylittletheatre.org


Review
Chris ‘Speedy’
Hancock, Euan
Williams and
Angie Brignell
demonstrate the
acceptable face
of binge-drinking
while Emma
Sweeney and
Samantha Rowlands
have a fag and a
natter.

After The Danc

B

efore I poop the party, I want to
say that there is an excellent set of
performances at the heart of this
production of After The Dance.

Emma Sweeney excels: incandescent as
the heartbreaking Joan Scott-Fowler, her
gaiety becoming more and more brittle
and shrill as disaster descends upon her;
Justin Pledger captures the insufferable
nature of David Scott-Fowler, charming
and feeble by turns, exposing glimpses of
the ‘if only’ potential that tantalises and
frustrates and Tim O’Keeffe as long time
friend and hanger-on John Reid brings a
sharp sense of self-loathing (and anybody else-loathing for that matter) to his
character; clear-sighted and sensible but
seeing nothing but disappointment ahead
(correctly as it turns out). Able support
is delivered by Laura Kenward as Helen
(determined and goal-driven to the point
of insensitivity) and Andrew Newbon as
Peter (sustained by a vision of happiness
until it disintegrates before him). This is
the young couple from the new, serious and ‘deeply boring’ generation, held
slightly in contempt and slightly in envy
by the ageing ‘Bright Young Things.’


The idea of people being selfishly, carelessly rich and turning their back on the
world’s problems must surely strike a
contemporary chord with the audience?

“Emma Sweeney excels”

I said something earlier about being a
party-pooper and the problem for me
with After The Dance (even factoring in
the ‘it’s dated, rather’ factor) is that for
all the cleverness of its dialogue and the
acute, social observation of the upper
classes at play - probably a revelation to
1939 audiences - the play has the feel of
a drama-by-numbers piece with clever
phrases, whimsical observations on the
human condition and the stoic suffering
of being ‘in love’ delivered in a stiff, upper
lip style. They all feel tacked together
and given a fresh coat of wit. Somewhere
at the heart of the play, the story fails to
become profound and with that failure
the tragedy becomes brittle and inconsequential.
Pauline Armour’s direction is crisp and
the evocation of the period is well-

March

2012

wrought both in costumes and music as
well as a lovely-looking Mayfair drawing
room set. Excellent cameo playing from
Karen O’Neill as the pragmatic and critical
Miss Potter; Angie Brignell as the always
squiffy, toy boy-carrying Julia Browne and
Samantha Rowlands as the flamboyant,
unrepentant drug addict, Moya Lexington.
Kyle Cluett amused as rapidly disintegrating drunk Lawrence Walters and Jason
Merriman was the solid, reliable figure of
Arthur Power, the man who might have
been for Joan: dependable and successful.
This was a very good production but the
play left me wanting. Like many of its
characters, it just seemed too slight and
trivial to convince. Who knows? Perhaps
that was what Rattigan intended. •
- Frank Goodman

Next page, top left to bottom right:

• Justin Pledger & Emma Sweeney
• Chris Hancock & Andrew Newbon
• Karen O’Neill & Laura Kenward
• Tim O’Keeffe & Jason Merriman
• The company

After The Dance photography: Matt Tate
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C

ould such an outrageous title be
taken seriously!? I doubted it.
Especially when I discovered it
was to be carried out by an absurdly
minuscule cast: three! OK - so how exactly were Stephanie Friend, Matt Tate,
and Emma Lamond going to deliver 38
plays (not to mention 154 sonnets and
5 epic poems) in around two hours?

The answer began with a madcap
version of Romeo And Juliet, with
a recited and mimed prologue
by Matt in a girlie wig and Emma
strutting about in true pantomime
Principal Boy mode - a pattern of genderswapping between these two that was to
continue throughout the evening. After
bouts of thumb-biting, mock-vomiting
and the quickest death of Tybalt ever
seen, we were through; Roju done and
dusted in about 10 minutes. But even
at this relentless rate we weren’t going
to make it to Henry VIII until well into
tomorrow!

Macbeth’s cast was reduced to just three
characters: Matt as Maccy B, Stephanie as
the downsized coven and Emma hilariously
“See-Yoough-Jimmeh”-ing her way through
the part of MacDuff with more swagger than
Errol Flynn after a pint of heavy. Then, Julius
Caesar (“Friends, Romans, countrymen,
lend me your rears…”) segued into Antony
And Cleopatra (“Is this an asp I see before
me?” and more faux puking) followed by a
deliberately pretentious, ‘performance art’
take on Troilus And Cressida and Cher-nobyl
Kinsmen (Shakespeare’s only play that deals
with nuclear fallout). The history plays were
all portrayed as one, big football match with
the crown as the ball and that led us into the
interval with the promise of The Great Dane
for the second half (Hamlet).

The pattern of roles throughout seemed
to be that Emma and Matt were the manic
clowns of the show whereas Stephanie was
the more measured (although no less stupid)
narrator, filling in the story between the
acted scenes. Stephanie’s deadpan delivery
made a hilarious contrast to Emma’s swaggering characterisations and Matt’s stern
alarums. At one point, during a rare lull in
the mayhem, Stephanie, dressed as Polonius
and ápropos of nothing in particular, entered
and mumbled: “Neither a borrower nor a
lender be” then hobbled off to bemused
laughter from the audience! Hamlet’s dad’s
ghost was a smiley face daubed on a sock
suspended on string from the ceiling (ah, the
magic of theatre!) and, at one point, Ophelia

Then, the gory Titus Andronicus done as a
TV cookery show (what else?) with Titus
and Lavinia demonstrating the best way
to prepare Chiron & Demetrius Pie! At
this point, it occurred to me that unless
one was fairly au fait with the works of
Will the Quill, a lot of the jokes were probably going to go over your head. Fortunately, there were plenty of slapstick and
bad taste gags to amuse us all: Lavinia
and her dad trying to ‘high five’ with handless limbs was one of my favourites!



The Compleat Wrks was premiered at the 1987 Edinburgh Festival
Fringe and then ran for nine years in the
West End, so this is not just some cute,
anodyne, written-for-kids party piece,
and it’s to the credit of the cast and director Wayne Sheridan that the energy and
pace necessary for the play to work were
never lacking. I say ‘necessary’ because
some of the gags were a bit limp or corny
and would not even come close to being
funny if the cast did not maintain the
tempo and keep the audience ‘way off
balance’ as the song goes. With such huge
demands made on stamina, it was not
surprising then that parts of the performances did get a bit ‘shouty’ and lacked
clarity but, as far as security of lines and
pace were concerned, these three put a
lot of the adult actors here to shame!
The two sketches prefacing each half of
the show were little gems in themselves:
the two loudmouths (Ed Vander and John
Holden-Murphy), shouting their derisory
opinions at the unseen characters of
Hamlet in true football yob fashion, and
Shakespeare’s agent, talking The Bard
into paring down the scripts until they
become the classic lines we know today
(Ella Tidswell and Imogen RamptonBrooks) were exquisitely acted and very
funny.
So well done, D.R.A.M.A.s (Democratic
Republic of Absolutely Mad Actors), you
certainly lived up to your name on this
one!
- Stevie Hughes

Matt Tate

More low-budget humour was served
up in Othello, when Matt appeared with
a string of toy boats entwined around
his neck - misinterpreting ‘The Moor of

was played by the audience, two of whom
were dragged from their seats and made
to run back and forth and then scream at
the climax of the madness (don’t ask!).
The famous closing scene was then acted
out at an insanely swift pace even by
this show’s standards and then repeated
even faster, culminating finally in it being
performed backwards! Pheww!

Compleat Wrks
photography: Phil Cairns
Illustrations: Matt Tate

Emma Lamond

The
Compleat
o
Wllm Shkspr

Next up was The Comedy Of Two Well-Measured Gentlemen Lost To The Merry Wives Of
Venice On A Midsummer’s Twelfth Night In
Winter: all 16 comedies condensed into a
single play! We were told that Shakespeare
wrote all his comedies to one formula and
so he really wrote the same play 16 times
(discuss!). The plot of this conglomerate play
was then frenetically narrated and proved to
be every bit as ludicrous as its moniker. So
all Shakespeare’s comedies accounted for in
about four minutes!

Emma Lamond

Stephanie Friend

Stephanie Friend

In

Venice’ as a North Italian marina. The rest of
the play was then performed as a 50 Centstyle rap! The energy and hard work that the
cast had put into the production was clearly
in evidence here: the audience roared with
laughter as the very physical choreography
and ‘attitude’ typical of the rap genre were
brilliantly mimicked.

Coming Next!
TABLE
MANNERS

by Alan
Ayckbourn

Fri 18th - Sat 26th May at
7.45pm
Director: Patricia Melluish

LONDON
ASSURANCE

by Dion Boucicault
(Revised by Richard
Bean)

H

ow can so much confusion take
place in one short weekend in
1974!?

An old, bedridden, tyrannical mother
is looked after by her devoted but
frustrated, daughter Annie. Annie has
a friend, Tom the local vet, who comes
most nights to share her lonely meal.
He regales her with stories of the poor
animals he treats but not the love for
which she yearns. Along comes Reg and
his wife Sarah to look after Mother for
the weekend. Reg is Annie’s big brother; a
jolly fellow who is content to let the world
go by as long as he is fed and watered and
allowed the freedom to play golf, make
models and be fond of his children. Sarah
is his long-suffering wife. Yes, she is bossy
and tends to be chair of any organisation
to which she belongs but underneath, she
too, is crying out for love and attention.
Lurking in the background (or rather the
back garden) is Norman, Annie’s brotherin-law, who has the misguided idea
that he is the answer to every woman’s
prayers. This weekend, he has planned
to take Annie away but he has no idea of
the chaos he is about to cause to all about
him, especially his poor wife Ruth who,
because of his dalliances, has poured all
her emotions into her work, taking time
out only to rescue him from his latest
escapade!

D

ion Boucicault’s mid-19th century
riotous play is the missing link
between Restoration comedy and
Oscar Wilde’s witty comedies of manners.
It takes everything at a gallop and has
a wonderful ability to temper cynicism
with sentiment. Though it is a ridiculous,
raucous comedy, the play still manages
to convey the importance of the power of
money and social class during the period
of the 1800s.

Richard Bean has revised the original,
florid, Victorian text, polished up the
jokes and streamlined the action to
maintain Boucicault’s ‘out-of-breath’ style
for a modern audience. It was used for the
National Theatre’s sell-out production of
2010.

Fri 15th - Sat 23rd June
at 7.45pm
Director: Jane Buckland

“An ‘out-of-breath’ style perfectly sums up
the pell-mell nature of this piece, which
races along, hurling aphorisms here
and there, tangling itself up in intrigue
like a kitten in a ball of wool and almost
forgetting, until the final speech, to declare
its thematic intentions… Boucicault’s
breathlessness acquires the unmistakeable
hue of brilliance.”
- Dominic Cavendish, Daily Telegraph. •

Table Manners is a classic of Alan
Ayckbourn’s very observant views of
the middle classes and their foibles. Set
in an old Victorian house in Sussex, this
hilarious play takes the audience on an
emotional big dipper ride that results
from the antics of Norman and his
misplaced charms.

Table Manners is part of The Norman
Conquests trilogy which was revived
at the Old Vic in 2008 and played to
rapturous applause.

Alan Ayckbourn is the author of more
than 70 plays, the majority of which start
their life at The Stephen Joseph Theatre
in Scarborough before transferring to
London and Broadway. Ayckbourn has
had his plays shown on TV and they
are very popular with amateur drama
companies but, regardless of media,
audiences always enjoy them and we are
sure you will do the same. Book now! •

CAST :

Annie : Karina Khokhar

Sarah : Sue Clarke

Ruth : Caroline Shufflebotham
Reg : Keith Dunn

Norman : Tony Wright-Jones
Tom : Tom Collins

Cast:
Dazzle : Chris Hancock

Max Harkaway : Paul Ackroyd
James : James Riley

Martin : Thomas Dignum
Pert : Nikki Packham

Cool : Patrick Neylan

Meddle : Stevie Hughes

Sir Harcourt Courtly : tbc

Dolly Spanker : Dennis Packham

Lady Gay Spanker : Hilary Cordery

Charles Courtly : James Dammers

Grace Harkaway : Holly Hewitt

Solomon Isaacs : Thomas Dignum



Review

I

t was evident from the moment the
curtain rose on BLT’s Twelfth Night
that the audience, whatever their
expectations, were about to participate
in a far-from-conventional Shakespearean experience. Instead of the Illyrian
seashore (for which the pre-curtain
wind-and-waves effect had prepared us),
we were confronted by a gaudy, 1960s-attired tableau and treated to a spirited rendition of Sergeant Pepper’s Lonely Hearts
Club Band. Had we come on the wrong
month? Were we in the wrong theatre?
No, this was in fact, a wholly appropriate prelude to Abi Topley’s innovative
and adventurous interpretation of one of
Shakespeare’s most frequently performed
comedies. As Abi rightly asserted in her
interesting programme notes, the Beatles’
music and indeed the whole sixties milieu
resonates powerfully with Shakespeare’s
central theme of love in its many guises
– repressed, misplaced, melancholic,
delusional, passionate, unrequited and
thwarted, but ultimately triumphant.
The play’s multiplicity of locations
presents a considerable design challenge.
All the scenes (with the exception of two
in Orsino’s Court) take place in exterior
settings – the coast, a courtyard, a garden,
etc. - clearly dictating a composite and
unspecific setting. Here, the unadorned,
biscuit-coloured walls, door and window
frames and the beaded curtain tended to
create a much more interior feel - despite
the insertion of a rather incongruous,
flowered arch - and frankly, offered little
in the way of visual attractiveness. The
raised level was helpful but the use made
of the various entrances and exits showed
little consistency in terms of where characters had come from or were going to.
Personally, I would have been inclined to
mount this production on an open stage,
using lighting (and perhaps even video
projection?) on the cyclorama to create
variety and colour appropriate to the sixties theme. However, chacun a son gout.

“…Abi Topley’s innovative and
adventurous interpretation…”

Individual performances were for the
most part naturalistic and well-suited
to the sixties-inspired interpretation,
avoiding any Shakespearean stereotypes
and making the language mostly understandable to the modern ear. Twelfth
Night, despite the underlying themes
of self-delusion and isolation, is above
all a comedy – it could almost be seen
as a forerunner of the modern situation
comedy. Probably the most outstanding
feature of this inventive production was
the extent to which the audience was able
to appreciate and truly enjoy its deep vein
of humour.
Kerrin Roberts was an aristocratic and
languid Orsino, his laid-back delivery occasionally giving way to genuine emotion.
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He brought out the considerable humour
of the role with subtlety, making excellent
use of very mobile facial expressions and
body language and frequently taking the
audience into his confidence. An unusual
insight, no doubt due, at least in part, to
the direction, was the faint suggestion
of ambiguity in his sexuality and the
possibility that his protestations of love
for Olivia might in fact be something of a
‘smoke-screen’.

As an expressive Viola, Jessica-Ann Jenner captured the right mix of femininity
and boyishness, showing sensitivity and
depth of feeling. She too performed the
comedy well, especially in the duel with
Aguecheek. She and James Dammers as
Sebastian had sufficient facial similarity to give credibility to the deception
and only when they inevitably appeared
together did the considerable difference
in their height impair this – but then, you
can’t have everything. Julie Bynish’s Olivia
displayed dignity in her sad pining for
Orsino and blossomed into vivacity when
her severe, black gown was transformed
into tangerine.

infectious laugh, her varied delivery was
delightful and she provided the perfect
foil to her cruder co-conspirators.

Sir Toby Belch was presented not as the
usual, middle-aged sot but as a young
roisterer. However, Wayne Sheridan,
perhaps in the attempt to add to his years,
adopted a gravelly voice which sounded
uncomfortable and sometimes interfered
with audibility. His boisterousness and
boorish manner were well developed, although the physical aspects of his drunkenness might have been better controlled.
It was frankly rather difficult to see why
Maria was so devoted to him.
Felix Catto perfectly captured the incorrigible jackass Sir Andrew Aguecheek,
assisted by an extraordinary full-length
psychedelic robe and a flaxen wig, his
‘fight’ with Cesario especially hilariously managed. The director had sensibly
excised Fabian from the ‘trick’ scene
and given the lines to Feste, likeably and
somewhat unusually interpreted by Tom
Dignum. He delivered contemporary
songs pleasantly, but was denied the

TWELFTH
The decision to cast Malvolio as a relatively young man had its merits but, to
my mind, also its limitations (one of the
most acclaimed recent performances was
that of Richard Wilson at the RSC). In his
early appearances, Richard Stewart was
appropriately humourless and self-important (with, for good measure, an assumed
Scottish accent), but I felt he lacked a little
of the prudish pomposity which made
him so particularly disliked by Sir Toby
and his coterie. His later entrance, after
the ‘letter’ scene, was dominated by his
appearance. The ‘yellow stockings’ had
metamorphosed into a skin-tight, yellow
body-suit (which at least gave extra point
to the complaint of ‘some obstruction in
the blood’) and the ‘cross-gartering’ into
a pair of lace-up boots, the whole topped
off by bizarre red and black make-up and
a surreal wig. Whilst the ensemble may
have been in accord with the flowerpower theme, to my mind it tended to
make the character grotesque rather than
the figure of fun which was intended. It
also made it difficult for Richard fully to
develop the tragic figure which Malvolio
becomes, although throughout he had
developed a good rapport with the audience.
The comic sub-plot was developed with
inventiveness and an enormous sense of
fun. As Maria, Jane Buckland gave one of
the most naturalistic among many such
performances. Witty and sexy, with an

opportunity to interpret the poignant
‘the rain, it raineth every day’ - the only
omission that I really regretted - although
the ensemble rendition of All You Need Is
Love was a rousing and appropriate finale
to this production.
Good support was provided by James
Riley as Orsino’s attendant, Stuart Comer
as a sincere Antonio and Peter Yolland,
successfully differentiated the Sea Captain and the Priest. The audience clearly
enjoyed and were able to appreciate this
creative interpretation, some way from
the traditional, which hopefully will encourage many more for the future. •
- Arthur Rochester

Back cover, top left to bottom right:

• Kerrin Roberts & Jessica-Ann ‘Equus’ Jenner
• James Riley
• Richard ‘Ziggy’ Stewart & Jane Buckland
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Twelfth Night photography: Phil Cairns

Felix Catto wonders
which one he’s going
to be in Wayne
Sheridan’s new
Abba tribute band.
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